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Parrondo's paradox shows that you can win at two losing games by switching

between them.The result has surprising implicationsfor the origins of ttf,

B Y  E R I C A  K L A R R E I C H

FTER A STAR-

tling run-up,
the stocks of
Internet and

technology companies have
suffered a precipitous decline in
the past year. A portfolio equal-
ly invested in such technology
giants as America Online, Dell
Computer, Lucent Technol-
ogies and Qualcomm, Inc.,
would have lost half its value
between March 1 and Decem-
ber 1,  2000.

But investors can remaln
fully invested in the market
and make money even if they
own only poorly performing
stocks-provided rheir port-
folio includes several different
losers. On the surface, it might
seem that if owning one sinking stock were a bad idea,
owning several would be insane. Mathematicians, physi-
cists and biologists have proved otherwise.

The key to such a counterintuitive investment strategy
is to take advantage ofrandom fluctuations in the prices of
the stocks from day to day and from week to week. Even
though all the general trends may be downward, the price
of virtually any declining stock can also rally briefly if the
market momentarily believes the stock is cheap enough to
buy. If investors can manage to sell that stock during the
brief price uptick that results from such market demand,
and then shift those funds to another stock that is in a slumo.
they can overcome the general losing trends in both stocks.
It is not an unproblematic strategy to pull off-transaction
fees could gobble up profits, or a crash could drop prices
monotonically for every stock in the portfolio. yet the alter-
native, holding on to a losing stock as its value progres-
sively slips away, offers no winning possibility at all., and
could lead to far greater losses.

No one yet has found a foolproofway to play such odds
profitably and reliably with a real losing stock portfolio.
But it turns out, in a surprising number of circumstances,
that it is quite possible to, in essence, "time the market.',

more besides. Some investigators think Parrondo's para-
dox may hold the key to certain biological processes-and
perhaps to the development of life itsell
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In other words, even when one
is faced with a number of
scenarios for which the odds
of success are unfavorable-
whether in games of chance. in
choosing between compering
polit ical parties or in circum-
stances involving the second
Iaw of thermodynamics-it is
possible to play two of the sce-
narios against each other to cre-
ate a single winning strategy.
The workings of that para-
doxical result were elucidated
recently by the Spanish physi-
cist Juan M.R. Parrondo of
Complurensian University in
Madrid. Parrondo showed that
what was once an obscure
curiosity in physics could be rel-
evant to daily life-and much

ARRONDO, as I navE IMPLIED, WAS NOT THE
first to notice the paradox that bears his name.

r In 1992 the French physicists Armand Ajdari
ofthe Paris School of Industrial Physics and Chemistry and
Jacques Prost of the Curie Institute, also in paris, discov-
ered a microscopic engine that possesses an unusual prop-
erty. If left on, the engine pushes particles to the left, but
if turned on and offrepeatedly, the engine moves particles
to the right instead. The engine, which is now known as
a flashing ratchet, operates by exploiting the randomjig-
gling of particles known as Brownian motion.

In 1827 the English botanist Robert Brown observed that
microscopic pollen grains suspended in water are in con-
stant, chaotic motion. Those motions are the bv-oroduct
of ceaseless random collisions with individual watei mole-
cules. Each individual particle-the invisible water mole-
cuies as well as the pollen grains visible in the mrcroscope-
acts in strict accordance with Newton's laws of mechanics.
Yet taken together, the motions ofthe particles are so diverse

Weel of Fortune, c. 1900
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as to be effectively random. Predicting the behavior ofpar-
ticles subject to the bumps and grinds of so many collisions
is as frustrating and, ultimately, impossible, as predicting the
outcome of a random coin toss.

Investigators frequently treat Brownian motion as noise,
regarding it as an undesirable but unavoidable by-product
ofany machine that does useful work on the molecular scale.
Engineers, however, have recently harnessed the very ran-
domness of Brownian motion to generate orderly move-
ment. Machines that can bring about such directed motions
are known as Brownian ratchets, so named for the simple
mechanical device that combines an asymmetric sawtooth
wheel and a spring-loaded pawl, or rocker arrn, to restrrct

Afred Jensen, According to the Numbers, Per. I, 1 97 3

rotary motion to one directi onlsee illustration on opposite page].
-In a mechanical ratchet, the pawl follows the contour of

the toothed wheel. The teeth themsel.res are gently sloped
on one side, and the pawl is mounted so that it slides smooth-
ly over them when the wheel turns in one direction. On
the other side of the teeth, however, the points fall away
sharply, so that when a force tries to spin the wheel in the
opposite direction, the pawl jams against a tooth, prevent-
ing the wheel from turning. Thus even when the ratchet
is subject to forces that would move the wheel back and
forth, the action ofthe pawl and the teeth allows the wheel
to move in only one direction. Such asymrnetry is also an
essential part of the design ofBrownian ratchets, including
the one that inspired Parrondo's paradox.

To see how a group of objects in random motion can be
ratcheted preferentially in one direction over another, imag-
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ine a collection of electrically charged pafticies distributed
randomly along a gentle slope. Assume the particles are all
in Brownian, random motion, which makes themjiggle with
equal probability to the right and to the left along that line,
with a slight drift leftward, say, down the slope. One can
then superpose along the slope an electric potentiai that looks
much like the teeth ofa saw: periodic energy peaks rise steeply
on the left side of the tooth and descend gently down its
right side. (Engrneers have built such potentials, for exam-
ple, by depositing asymmetric electrodes along a line and
then running a current through them.)'When 

current is turned off in such an apparatus, the
charged particles simply jiggle in place along the line, with

only a slight net downward drift.-When
the current is turned on. however. and
the sawtooth potential is imposed, the
particles are drawn toward the points of
lowest energy, clumping together in the
troughs of the potential.

Now switch the current offa second
time, so that the particles resume their
random Brownian jiggling. Since the
troughs of the potential are offset to the
right, as the particle drifts, it has a better
chance ofcrossing the peak ofthe poten-
tial to its immediate right than the one
to its immediate left. Switch rhe current
on a second time, and most of the par-
ticles that drifted to the left will be sweot
back into rhe same trough from whiih
they started. But some ofthe paticles that
drifted to the right will have drifted so
far that they will be drawn to rhe nexr
trough over, If such a potential is
switched on and off, or "flashed," at the
proper frequency, the charged particles
in the flashing ratchet will march up the
slope, overcoming graviry.

LTHOUGH IN\,GSTIGATORS

could model the flashing
ratchet mathematically,

the mathematics for doinE so is formida-
ble. The complexity oi the problem

made it appealing only to a small coterie of physicists and
mathematicians. "'We've known for several years that there
was this really counterintuitive phenomenon in physics,"
says Charles R. Doering, a mathematician at the lJniversi-
ry of Michigan in Ann Arbor, who coined the term "flash*
ing ratchet" in the mid-1990s. "Parrondo's insight was to
formulate the flashing ratchet in terms of games, which
everyone can understand."

Since the motions ofmicroscopic particles are as random
as a coin toss, Parrondo knew he could translate the mechan-
ics of the flashing ratchet into the language of game theo-
ry-and in the process reduce its mathematicai content to
simple fractions. "I thought that it would be really nice to
explain something so surprising just with three simple num-
bers, such as 1/2,3/4 and f /1.0," says Parrondo. "I love
simple things."



HE OUTCOME OF A SINGLE COIN TOSS IN
either of the two games is identical: win the
toss and gain a dollar, lose the toss and give

back a dollar. The player begins with some random num-
ber ofdollars. In the first game the player tosses a coin weight-
ed so that the odds of winning are slightly less than 50 per-
cent. In the second game two weighted coins are in play:
the odds of winning with the first coin are nearly 75 per-
cent in the player's favor; the odds of win-
ning with the second coin are less than 10
percent. The player gets ro toss the favor-
able coin whenever his pool ofnroney is not
a multiple of three. He must toss the unfa-
vorable coin whenever his pool ofmonev is
a mul t ip le of  rhree.

It is obvious that the first game is a loser,
but the long-term bias against the player in
the second game takes a bit of explanation.
Since the chances are rwo-ro*one agalnst
beginning rhe game wirh a quanr; ty  o idol -
lars that is a multiple of three, most players
would begin with the coin weighted in their
favor. Only in one start out of three would
the player have to begin with the coin

Parrondo invented two coin-tossing games to embody
the essential elements of the flashing ratchet, and sum-
moned his collaborator, the engineer Derek Abbott ofthe
University of Adelaide in Australia, who was deiighted
with Parrondo's innovation. Together, they worked
through the details over coffee, scribbling on napkins in
a Madrid cafe. One coin-tossing game would be set up
to mimic the Brownian motion of a particle on a slight
incline when the potential ofa flashing ratchet was turned
off, providing a slow, steady drag on winnings. The sec-
ond game would mimic the sawtooth bias of the flashine
ratchet with the potential turned on. 

'When 
he got bacf

to Austraiia, Abbott and his colleague Gregory P. Harmer
began computer simulations to see what wouid happen if
they played the games a hundred times. Sure enough,
when they played either one ofthe games for a long time,
thev lost steadilv.

\*-/ ficult to exrract oneseif simply by playing
the second game. But Parrondo saw that switchine to thi
first game was a way to jump out of that rut. Although the
chances of raising one's earnings above a given multiple of
three with two coin tosses are a measly 7 percent in thi sec-
ond game, the chances of doing so are near\ 25 percent in
the first game. And once on the other side of that ,,energy

barrier," switching back to the second game gives good odds
of increasing the pot to the next multiple of three. Alter_
nating berween the two games-two coin tosses in the first
game followed by two coin tosses in the second game-turns
two losing propositions into one winning strategy. Again,
the results of executing that strategy on any single run of
tosses can vary wildly, but over the course of 50,000 runs of
100 tosses each, the simulations showed a trend for substan-
tial gains. Remarkably, even when the switches between
games were made at random, the overall qains were similar.'With 

Parrondo's strategy, a player .j-n .*tr.., money
from an opponent at no cost-"money for free,,, in thl
words of Abbott and Harmer. And with microscooic
Brownian ratchets, there seems to be a simiiar magrc at woik.
After all, the random motion of molecules in sslulisn-
anaiogous to the random outcomes of a coin flip-is trans-
lated into a steady flow in one direction. But there is a

NCE THE POOL CETS STUCK AT OR JUST
below some multiple ofthree, it proves dif-

catch: the second law of thermodynamics.
The second iaw states that a mechanical sys-
tem cannot give rise to more order than is
fed into it. In his discussion of the second
law in his famous lecture series, the physi-
c is t  Richard P.  Feynnran whimsical ly  sug-
gested that a microscopic ratchet-and-pawl
systern attached to a highly sensitive wind
vane might draw enough energy from the
random motion of air molecuies in a room
to winch up a flea. Feynman decided that
his setup would violate the second law of
thermodynamics-it would be a perpetual
motion machine. The machine mieht
indeed hoist  the f lea,  he concluded,  ** . ip ,
that if the machine were really built on the

molecular scale, the spring, too, would be subiect to Brown-
ian fluctuations, and so it would lift at random times. The
ratchet could then turn in both directions.

. At first glance, the flashing ratchet also appears to de$z
the second 1aw. But a closer look shows that here there is
an outside source of order acting on the svstem: the ener-
gy needed to switch the poten;ial o.r ,.ri ofl Brownian
ratchets do not provide energy for free; like all motors, they
merely convert one form oforder, such as chemical or elec-
tromagnetic energy, into another form: directed motion.

But Brownian ratchets are unique in that noise is not a
drawback for them but rather an essential ingredient. Many
physicists had assumed that random motions would always
hinder, not assist a machine; after all, random molecular
motions are the essence ofthe disorderly state toward which
the second law of thermodynamics inexorably pulls. But
the flashing ratchet shows that such an assumption is unwar-
ranted by the second law: the device would fail entirely if

weighted heavily against him. So on the initial toss, the
rough odds of winning are (2/3 x 0.75) + (1/3 x 0.1) or
about 53 percent. Think of it as a "new customer bonus.,,

Play the second game long enough, however, and it
becomes no longer true that the pool of money is divisi-
ble by three just a third of the time. A player whose pool
of money is not a multiple of three tends to increasi his
earnings by a dollar with each coin ross, until the earnings
reach a multipie of three. But any dollar amount divisible
by three creates a large barrier to advancement-9O per-
cent ofthe time a loss results. Hence after the first few olavs
the pool spends most ofits time bouncingbetween amounts
divisible by three and amountsjust one dollarless. Although
the random nature of the game means that for a single run
of tosses the end resuit could be a tidy profit, play the sec-
ond game enough times (Harmer and Abbott ran 50,000
simulations of 100 tosses each on their computer) and the
trend shows up clearly as a gradual but inexorable loss.

Ratchet, pawl and sping
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hypothesize that a
ratchet-like engine
was at work. The
microtubule, theypro-
posed, could be elec-
trically charged to re-
semble the sawtooth
potential of the flashing
ratchet. When the kinesrn
molecule is at rest, they
suggested, itpre-
fers to stay in
one ofthe troughs
of the potential.
But when ATP is
burned, the kinesin
molecule tempora-
ri ly gains enough
energy to escape the
trough. Brownian mo-
tion makes it drift a lit-
tle to the right or left, so
that when the momentary
burst of energy subsides.
the kinesin molecule may
slide down into the nearesr
neighboring trough-say, to .
the right. Occasionally, the
molecule may instead shift to
the nearest neighboring trough
on the left, but as with the flash-
ing ratchet, the combination of
jigglingmotion andthe shape ofthe
srwtooth should sive rise ro a ner
long-terrl movement to the right.
Astumian and Bier calculated the
power output of such a ratchet, and
their estimates came within an order of
magnitude of the measurements made by the Harvard and
Rowland Institute team. Since that time, several other mod-
els have been suggested that fit even more closely with exper-
imental observation. Each model exploits a Brownian ratch-
et engine, along with other mechanisms.

Engineers hope that the mechanism of kinesin action,
when frnaliy understood, will provide the blueprints for
minute,.man-made motors that could be useful in micro-
electronic devices. "Ion pumps and motor proteins are the
smallest engines we know and they can no longerbe thought
of as wind-up toys," Bier has written. "If nano-techno-
Iogical devices are to be as efficient and reliable as biolog-
ical molecules a good understanding of noise will be indis-
pensable to their design."

EYOND EXPLAINING THE INNER WORKINGS OF
living creatures. some investigators suggest
that Parrondo's paradox may hold the key to

explaining one of the oldest puzzles of nature: how life began.
One central problem is to explain how the inchoate, ran-
domly jiggling mass of particles that physicists call primor-
dial soup could give rise to the complex molecules of life.

Jane Hammond, No One Can'Win
at the Hurricane Bar, 1998-99

But Parrondo's paradox demonstrates that processes lead-
ing to net losses can be combined to generate a positive out-
come, and that randomness can facilitate that outcome.
Abbott suggests that a mechanism such as the flashing ratch-
et might have harnessed forces that would other-wise have
led to disorder, and channeled them toward the assembly
of complex amino acids. Put in a slightly different way,
processes that would, if left to themselves, tear up mole-
cules essential to the chemistry of life, might have worked
together instead to foster the synthesis of such molecules.

Thus perhaps the emergence of order is not as unlikely
as it has often seemed. The physicist Paul C.W. Davies,
who examined the question of how life began in his book
The Fifth Miracle, has observed:
Nobody knows what the process was, but anything that clari-
fies howinformation and organized complexity can emerge from
the randomness of molecular chaos will cast welcome light on
this most profound of scientific mysteries. That is the signifi-
cance ofParrondo's paradox, and the associated work ofpeople
like Derek Abbott. o

ERrcA KI-ARRETIH is afreelance writer and mathematician liuinp
in Sanra Cruz. California.
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